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Theta oscillations in 4-year-olds are 
sensitive to task engagement and 
task demands
Marlene Meyer1,2,4, Hinke M. Endedijk1, Freek van Ede1,3 & sabine Hunnius1
Top-down control processes are essential for guiding attention and working memory towards task-
relevant information. Recently, theta oscillations were suggested as critical for these cognitive 
processes. Infant studies testing a mixture of bottom-up and top-down processes support adult theta 
findings. Yet, since infants cannot be instructed, it remains unclear to what extent theta oscillations are 
involved particularly in top-down control in early childhood. That is especially relevant towards school 
age when children need top-down control to solve the increasingly complex tasks. In this EEG study, 
we investigated whether theta-power in 4-year-olds is sensitive to task engagement and to different 
cognitive task demands. In a within-subjects design, children had three different instructions before 
watching videos including either no demands (No Task), language-related (Color-naming Task), or 
action-related (Imitation Task) demands. We analyzed children’s theta-power (3–6 Hz) in two contrasts: 
(1) Task vs. No Task and (2) Color-naming vs. Imitation Task. The findings revealed more frontomedial 
theta-power when children were engaged in a task and their frontomedial theta-power increased during 
their cognitive engagement. Theta-power was stronger over left fronto-temporal sites for language- 
compared to action-related demands. These findings support recent theoretical work highlighting theta 
oscillations in top-down control and extend this neurocognitive framework to preschoolers.
Theta oscillations in adults: Top-down control processes. Theta oscillations in the brain and their 
potential functional role have fascinated cognitive neuroscientists for decades and motivated extensive research 
in the field of attention, memory and conflict monitoring. In human adults, the theta frequency range is referred 
to as the spectral band of 4–8 Hz1 with sources of theta being localized to particular brain regions. More precisely, 
theta oscillations recorded over frontal cortices (also called frontal theta) are associated with sources in medial 
frontal and anterior cingulate cortex (e.g.1–3), theta activity over such frontal and additional left temporal-parietal 
sites is associated with language processing4,5 and hippocampal theta likely reflects rhythmic activity of place 
cells in the hippocampus6,7. Until recently, the variety of cognitive processes that modulate theta oscillations left 
researchers wondering about their potential functional role. For instance, theta power is influenced by manipu-
lations affecting attentional demands8, working memory load9,10, stimulus novelty11, and feedback and conflict 
monitoring12 as well as language processing4. Frontal theta power, in particular, is enhanced with increasing 
attentional demands of a task and recent MEG findings with adults suggest that theta coherence between fron-
tal and hippocampal brain regions underlies complex forms of task-relevant memory integration13. Increase in 
frontal and left temporal theta power during retrieval of lexical-semantic information has been interpreted as 
topographically and potentially functionally distinct activation of nodes in the language processing network, like 
verbal working memory/syntactic processing (frontal theta) and retrieval of lexical meaning (left temporal)4. It is 
only recently that theoretical work and converging empirical evidence offer a new, possibly unifying perspective 
on the diverse findings on theta oscillations. It was proposed that frontal theta is involved in top-down control 
which guides the diverse cognitive processes8,12. Top-down control refers to cognitive control which based on 
prior knowledge guides a variety of processes towards task-relevant behavior. In contrast to bottom-up processes 
which strongly rely on external sensory input, top-down processes are based on prior knowledge alone and are 
“designed to enhance the neuronal processing of relevant sensory input […]”14,(p. 148). As such, top-down control 
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processes play an important role in guiding attention and working memory towards task-relevant information. 
Top-down control is thus not restricted to attentional processes alone but also guides processes like working 
memory, semantic retrieval, learning, error and feedback monitoring to adaptive behavior. Frontal theta oscilla-
tions are thought to exert top-down control over sensory processes through inter-areal communication with more 
posterior brain regions15. This is likely established through interaction with the phase and power of alpha and 
gamma oscillations15. Findings from adult electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencophalography (MEG) 
showing theta oscillations to be sensitive to task engagement, to the duration and the different demands of a task 
(for reviews see8,12; see also4) support the idea that theta oscillations are involved in task-relevant processing.
While we are beginning to understand the functional role of theta oscillations in adults, it is an open question 
whether top-down control is reflected in theta oscillations in young children. The brain regions that are impli-
cated in the generation of frontal theta oscillations (such as medial frontal and anterior cingulate cortex) undergo 
large maturational changes in early childhood. When it comes to the functional role of theta oscillations in early 
childhood, however, there are only few studies to date. While outcomes of a small number of infant studies give 
first indications for a role of theta in infants’ sustained attention16–18, most developmental studies predominantly 
focused on bottom-up (i.e. stimulus driven) processing. As a consequence, the involvement of theta oscillations 
in top-down control processes, especially in solving externally imposed tasks early in life remains unclear. In par-
ticular, we investigated whether the involvement of frontal theta oscillations in task-relevant processing such as 
task engagement and different task demands is traceable in young children despite the immaturity of their medial 
frontal brain areas.
Theta oscillations in early childhood: Bottom-up and top-down control processes. The general 
characteristics of theta oscillations in infants and young children, such as their spectral range and power, differ 
only marginally from those of adults. The spectral range of theta is slightly lower (around 3–6 Hz) and absolute 
theta power is typically higher in infants and young children than in older children or adults6,19. First exploratory 
studies on the functional role of theta in infants focused mainly on emotional processing20,21. Findings indicated 
higher theta power with higher emotional arousal both in association with positive and negative affect21,22. More 
recently, studies with infants and young children started to address the role of theta oscillations also for cog-
nitive processing19,23. For instance, Orekhova and colleagues19 measured theta power while infants (aged 7- to 
12-months) and young children (aged 4- to 6-years) explored toys and listened to child-directed speech, two 
situations which likely elicit a complex mixture of bottom-up capture of attention and top-down control. In both 
age groups, theta power increased during toy exploration and child-directed speech as compared to the base-
line19. Similarly, Zhang and colleagues24 showed increased frontal theta in 6- to 12-month-old infants in reaction 
to exaggerated (i.e. infant-directed) compared to non-exaggerated speech. Together, these findings suggest that 
already early in life theta oscillations are likely modulated by stimulus-driven changes in attention potentially 
including aspects of top-down control. Besides this, recent developmental studies have investigated the involve-
ment of frontal theta in memory processes23, speech perception25 and processing of social cues26. Although these 
studies provide first evidence for the role of theta oscillations in top-down control intertwined with bottom-up 
attentional processes, the evidence for involvement of frontal theta oscillations in uniquely top-down control 
early in life remains scarce to date.
Theta oscillations in early childhood: Top-down control processes? First evidence that theta oscil-
lations might play a crucial role particularly in top-down control early on comes from a small number of infant 
studies investigating sustained attention16–18. Two of these studies made use of a peek-a-boo game during which a 
person hides behind an occluder before reappearing16,17. During the occlusion, infants were engaged in a period 
of sustained attention building up towards the reappearance of the person from behind the occluder. Comparable 
to findings by Stroganova and colleagues17 with 7- to 8-month-old infants, Orekhova and colleagues16 found 
increased theta power during the occluded period in 8- to 11-month-old infants. While the findings suggest that 
theta oscillations might be involved in top-down control early in life, infant studies like these are inherently lim-
ited by the constraint that tasks cannot be externally imposed through instruction. In this case the studies used 
contrasts between different stimuli (occlusion period vs. period during which a person was present) to investigate 
sustained attention. Whether the absence or presence of a task is reflected in modulations of theta oscillations 
without the stimulus confound remains an open question. To address this question, we are limited to ages in 
which young children are able to follow task instructions. Yet, research on the role of frontal theta in young chil-
dren beyond their first birthday and especially in toddlers and preschoolers is extremely scarce. To our knowledge 
only three studies explored theta oscillations in young children during toddlerhood and preschool years19,27,28. 
The most recent study was conducted by Conejero and colleagues27 and showed increased frontal theta power for 
an unexpected (mismatching completion of puzzle) as opposed to an expected (matching) visual display in 16- to 
18-month-old toddlers. These findings suggest the involvement of theta in error processing during toddlerhood. 
In the second study, Cuevas and colleagues28 presented 2-year-old toddlers with three items before removing 
them from sight. They were then asked to recall the previously presented items. Cuevas and colleagues found that 
the 2-year-olds’ theta power (3–5 Hz) was increased during recall of the items compared to baseline. In addition 
to these findings on memory, Orekhova and colleagues19 report attentional effects of theta in 4- to 6-year-old 
preschoolers as mentioned above. Here, theta power was higher during toy exploration and the presentation of 
child-directed speech as compared to a baseline.
Research on top-down control processes and the role of theta in preschoolers seems to be absent altogether. 
This is particularly surprising since the amount and variety of tasks children need to master increases consider-
ably during early childhood, when children approach school age. Using top-down control processes to extract 
task-relevant information from the environment and to direct and maintain attention to task-relevant aspects is 
important for successful task performance. In adults, top-down control reflected in frontal theta power increases 
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with prolonged attention to a task (see8 for a review) as well as working memory load9 and predicts behavio-
ral benefits of attention and memory retrieval6,8. During early childhood significant structural and functional 
changes in frontal brain regions occur29–31. Yet, little is known about whether young children’s processing of 
task-relevant information is reflected in theta oscillations despite immaturity of the neural generators of theta 
oscillations.
The current study. In the current study, we addressed this gap in knowledge by examining theta oscilla-
tions during top-down processing of task-relevant information in early childhood. More specifically, to exam-
ine whether the involvement of theta oscillations specifically in top-down control can be detected excluding 
bottom-up stimulus differences in young children, we investigated theta power changes in 4-year-old children 
in response to the engagement in and the specific cognitive demands of a task. To control for differences in 
bottom-up processing we kept the sensory input the same for the comparisons we performed. This experiment 
was part of a larger longitudinal study on young children’s social-cognitive development32,33 in which EEG was 
recorded in a subset of participants to investigate motor-related brain activity34. Although not originally designed 
to address this question, the current experimental set-up allowed us to look at the effects of task-related process-
ing on theta power in a post-hoc analysis. While measuring their EEG, we presented 4-year-olds with short movie 
clips. Before watching the movie clips, children were instructed to either passively observe without a task (No 
Task), to subsequently name the color of a manipulated object in the scene (Color-naming Task) or to imitate the 
performed action they saw (Imitation Task). The movie clips, interleaved with a fixation cross, were presented for 
three consecutive times, before children had to respond or the next trial was initiated. The fixation cross stimuli 
were identical for all tasks. The movie clips in the Color-naming and Imitation Task were also identical but dif-
fered from the movie clips in the No Task condition.
To address our main research questions on involvement of theta oscillations in task engagement and different 
task demands, we compared whether theta power in young children differs between the presence and absence 
of a task (Color-naming & Imitation Task vs. No Task) and between different cognitive task-demands, requiring 
language-related (Color-naming Task) or motor-related (Imitation Task) processing. To exclude any potential 
bottom-up effects on theta oscillations, we contrasted theta power during identical stimulus periods only (i.e. 
the fixation cross period for the first contrast and movie clip period for the second contrast). If theta oscilla-
tions reflect top-down control processes early in life, then one would expect: (1) more theta power during task 
engagement than when not being engaged in a task, and (2) theta patterns to change with different cognitive 
task demands. While we did not have a directional hypothesis with respect to Color-naming and Imitation Task 
demands per se, we did hypothesize that different task demands would elicit different needs for top-down con-
trol – and possibly different areas involved in this control – and thus likely result in task-specific theta modula-
tions. For instance, whereas the Color-naming Task affords auditory attention, lexical access and verbal rehearsal, 
the Imitation Task requires focused processing and encoding of the motor-related features. Since frontal theta 
was suggested to interact with attentional networks and memory formation depending on the current task 
demands (e.g., visual and auditory brain areas for visual and auditory attentional demands8), we expected theta 
to be sensitive to the language- and motor-related task demands in the current study, potentially reflected in 
language-related or motor-related brain areas.
In addition, the set-up of the study allowed us to investigate whether top-down control guiding sustained 
attention and encoding of information for later recognition would build up over time8. Previous findings in adults 
suggest that theta power increases with memory load and over time if attention needs to be sustained8,10. Thus, 
if frontal theta functions similarly in children, we hypothesized to find an increase of theta power over time (i.e., 
across the three consecutive stimulus presentations).
Material and Methods
Participants. Twenty-nine children (10 boys) aged 4 years (M = 52.48, SD = 1.94 months) participated in this 
EEG experiment. These participants came from a larger pool of children who took part in a longitudinal study on 
social-cognitive development (with a sample of over 100 children; see32). In this study, we only included a subset 
of participants who volunteered to participate in EEG research34. Children were accompanied to the testing ses-
sion by their parents. Informed consent from a parent and/or legal guardian for study participation was obtained 
for all children. Participating families came from mixed socio-economic backgrounds and mostly from regions 
close to Nijmegen, a middle-sized urban city in the Netherlands. None of the children had indications of atypical 
development. For their participation, children received either a small gift (i.e. children’s book) or monetary com-
pensation (20 euros). The study was carried out according to standard guides and regulations approved by the 
ethics committee at Radboud University Nijmegen.
Procedure. To assess changes in oscillatory activity to task engagement and task demands, we recorded EEG 
in a within-subjects design with three conditions: No Task, a Color-naming Task and an Imitation Task. For 
this purpose, the children and their parents were invited to the EEG laboratory for a session of one hour. At the 
start of the session, children were familiarized with the experimenter and the equipment. They were fitted with 
a child-sized EEG cap (actiCap) with 32 active electrodes arranged in the 10–20 system with an online reference 
at FCz. We strived to keep all impedances below 60 kΩ when preparing the cap. Then, the experimental task was 
introduced in an adjacent electrically shielded test room.
During the experimental task, the children were presented with two types of short movie clips. Movie clips 
displayed either goal-directed human actions (action clips) or abstract shape movements (non-human move-
ment clips). There were six different action clips (e.g. moving a toy car in a box, stacking cups etc.) and six dif-
ferent non-human movement clips (similar to screensavers) each of which lasted approximately 7 seconds. The 
movie clips were presented for three consecutive times, each time interleaved with a fixation cross (for 1000 ms), 
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before children had to respond or the next part was initiated. More specifically, the same movie clip was repeated 
three times before a response was required. Before watching the action clips, children were instructed to sub-
sequently name the color of a manipulated object in the scene (Color-naming Task) or to imitate the action 
they observed (Imitation Task). The Color-naming and Imitation Tasks were presented in separate blocks, 
which were counterbalanced across children. Children thus saw each action in both tasks repeatedly. Moreover, 
before the non-human movement clips, children were instructed to passively watch without a task (No Task). 
The design is illustrated in Fig. 1 (note that informed consent for publication of identifying information/images 
for this Figure in online open-access publication has been granted). This design made it possible to address the 
question of whether or not (Task or No Task) children had to prepare for a language –related or action-related 
response (Color-naming or Imitation Task). Still, as this study is a re-analysis of a dataset collected to examine 
motor-related brain activity, we were confined to these custom-made stimuli in our analysis of theta oscillations. 
For this reason, we could not directly contrast task engagement between conditions for the movie periods but 
were limited to the fixation cross periods for this contrast (see Fig. 1B and EEG data analysis for details). Yet, most 
importantly, we kept the sensory input in all our task comparisons constant. This was accomplished by compar-
ing identical movie periods to investigate different task demands (Color-naming Task vs. Imitation Task) and 
by contrasting children’s neural activity during presentation of the fixation cross to investigate theta oscillations 
during task engagement (Color-naming & Imitation Task vs. No Task; see Fig. 1B and EEG data analysis for more 
details).
Throughout the experimental task, children’s brain activity was recorded. More specifically, the signal was 
amplified using a BrainAmp DC EEG amplifier and digitized at 500 Hz with a band-pass filter of 0.1–125 Hz. 
Children were videotaped from two different angles that captured their upper and lower body (see Fig. 1A). These 
video recordings were coded offline to exclude time segments from the analysis in which children moved or did 
not look at the screen.
EEG data analysis. The EEG data were analyzed with FieldTrip, an open source Matlab toolbox35. The data 
were segmented into events which were time-locked to the onset of the fixation cross and the movie clips. Data 
from movie clip events were additionally divided into 1-second segments to match the length of the fixation cross 
segments, thus resulting in seven 1-second segments (epochs) per movie clip. Segments were excluded from fur-
ther analysis if children were moving or not looking at the stimulus during this period. The remaining segments 
were visually inspected for artifacts in the EEG to further remove noise due to eye-movement artifacts or noisy 
channels. One participant with no remaining trials for the No Task condition after artifact rejection was excluded 
from the final analysis. Cleaned data were re-referenced to the average of all electrodes, baseline corrected to the 
average of each segment and filtered with a DFT filter to remove line noise. Since frequency bands significantly 
shift throughout early childhood36, we first identified the sample-specific theta range for the current sample. For 
this purpose, we made use of the frequency bands previously identified for this specific sample of 4-year-old 
children based on a functional task34. Specifically, we used the lower alpha band boundary for this sample of 
children (i.e. at 7 Hz) to identify the upper boundary for theta at 6 Hz and to determine the theta band with a 3 Hz 
wide range to be 3–6 Hz. To determine power averaged over the theta band (3–6 Hz) we computed a fast Fourier 
transform using the multitaper method37 by centering the frequency of interest around 4.5 Hz with a 1.5 Hz fre-
quency smoothing. For statistical comparisons of the conditions, we used cluster-based permutation tests38. For 
this, the power values were additionally normalized by means of a log transformation of each condition divided 
by the average of all conditions in the respective comparison. In the following, we separately describe the analyses 
of our main research questions (task engagement, task demands) and additional analyses (cognitive engagement 
building up over time). Note that for all comparisons we made sure that the sensory input was constant between 
conditions.
Analysis of theta power during task engagement (Task vs. No Task). To address whether theta oscillatory activity 
in young children is sensitive to the general presence of a task, we compared children’s normalized theta power 
during observation of the fixation cross while they were engaged in a task (Task: Color-naming and Imitation 
Task pooled) compared to when they were not engaged in a task (No Task). For this comparison, we focused on 
the fixation cross periods because only in this period the sensory input was matched between the Task and No 
Task conditions (see Fig. 1B). Participants had on average 12 trials (range: 3–24) in the Task and 5 trials (range: 
1–12) in the No Task condition. To test whether children had higher theta power while being engaged in a task 
than when not being engaged in a task, we used a cluster-based permutation test on the 3–6 Hz frequency bin of 
interest. Since these were post-hoc analyses which did not justify us to specify electrode sites a priori, we chose 
this procedure which includes all electrodes at test and accounts for multiple comparisons38. Thus, statistical 
testing was conducted on theta power over all electrode sites. To complement the findings descriptively and to be 
transparent about their spectral specificity, we additionally provide a 1 Hz-resolved frequency plot of potential 
clusters revealed by the test. However, to avoid biased analyses, no additional statistical test was conducted on the 
power values illustrated in these additional plots.
Analysis of theta power during different task demands (Color-naming vs. Imitation Task). To examine changes in 
children’s theta activity to the different demands of a task we compared children’s processing of the action clips 
when they had the instruction to later name the color of the manipulated object in the scene (Color-naming Task) 
or to imitate the action they saw (Imitation Task). Thus, we compared normalized theta power values between the 
Color-naming and Imitation Task across all electrodes. For this comparison we focused on the EEG data acquired 
during the movie clip presentation for which sensory input was matched between both tasks (see Fig. 1B). On 
average participants had 56 trials (range: 19–130) for the Color-naming Task and 64 trials (range: 13–116) for 
the Imitation Task. Note that there are more trials in this comparison than the task engagement comparison 
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because the longer movie periods contained more data segments than the fixation cross stimuli. We again used 
a cluster-based permutation test to contrast the two conditions within the 3–6 Hz frequency range. Finally, to 
explore the specificity of any findings with respect to the theta frequency range, we provide frequency plots 
illustrating power in higher and lower frequencies (2–14 Hz). Analogous to the theta power analysis during task 
engagement, no statistical testing was conducted for the additional frequency plots as they merely serve descrip-
tive and transparency purposes (as suggested by39). See Supplementary Material for a complementary analysis 
on the fixation cross period which is not included in the main manuscript due to limited amount of data for this 
contrast. For transparency, the supplementary material also provides additional analyses on the alpha band for 
the task engagement and task demands contrast (for results see Supplementary Figs 2 and 3).
Analysis of theta power unfolding with prolonged task engagement (Task). In addition, we tested whether theta 
power would build up over time the longer children were required to focus during a task. For this purpose, we 
compared children’s theta power across the first, second and third presentation of the fixation cross within a task 
block (Color-naming and Imitation Task). (Note that there were not enough data to split either the No Task or 
the individual tasks (Color-naming and Imitation Task) into the three order presentations. These comparisons 
can thus not be provided in this study.) During the presentation of the stimuli, the fixation cross preceded each 
action clip. Therefore, the presentation of the first fixation cross preceded any information children had to make 
use of for their task (i.e. detecting and remembering the color or encoding to later imitate the action). However, 
during the second and third presentation of the fixation cross children needed to sustain their attention, encode 
the information of the movie clips for later use and prepare as well as inhibit their response. To test whether 
theta power reflected this build up over time, we contrasted the power values across presentation order (i.e. 
Figure 1. Panel A shows a still frame from the video recording of a 4-year-old child during the EEG recording. 
The video contains (1) a smaller video inlay showing the lower body of the child, (2) another inlay showing the 
stimulus display presented to the child and (3) the front view of the child. Panel B illustrates the experimental 
design including the three conditions (top row: Imitation Task; middle row: Color-naming Task, bottom row: 
No Task) and the corresponding visual display, as well as the contrasts used in the analysis (Contrast 1: Task vs. 
No Task; Contrast 2: Color-naming vs. Imitation Task). Note that each trial consisiting of a fixation period and 
movie clip was repeated three times before it was the child’s turn or the start of the next trial such that children 
saw the same movie clip three times in succession.
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first, second, third) using a within-subjects test. Power values were pooled over electrode sites which were found 
significantly different between conditions (Task vs. No Task) in the main comparison. Eleven participants who 
lacked data of either presentation order were excluded from this comparison. The remaining eighteen participants 
had on average 2 trials (first), 5 trials (second) and 6 trials (third) left for the comparison (ranges: 1–7, first; 1–10, 
second; 2–9, third). Although the number of trials for this comparison is relatively low, it can nevertheless provide 
important information that add to our analysis of the functional role of theta in young children. Since the data 
violated the assumptions of the repeated ANOVA, we used a non-parametric test (i.e. Friedman Test).
Results
Task performance. Overall, the 4-year-old children could successfully perform both tasks: All children 
imitated all actions in the Imitation Task correctly. Twenty-six children named all colors correctly, two children 
named one out of six colors incorrectly and one child named three out of six colors incorrectly.
Theta power during task engagement. Comparing theta power (3–6 Hz) when children were engaged 
in a task to when they did not have a task (by means of a cluster-based permutation test) yielded a significant 
difference (p < 0.05) which was pronounced in six adjacent fronto-central electrodes (F3, Fz, F4, FC1, C3, CP1). 
Figure 2A illustrates the topography of this effect. Normalized theta power values over these fronto-central sites 
were significantly higher in the presence of a task than when children did not have a task. We descriptively 
explored whether this effect held for other frequency ranges as well or whether it was specific to the theta fre-
quency range. For this purpose, we computed a 1 Hz-resolved frequency plot of the positive cluster found by the 
cluster-based permutation test. The frequency plot is displayed in Fig. 2B. Figure 2B suggests that in contrast to 
higher frequencies (i.e. Task < No Task in 6–8 Hz) a constant power difference was observed throughout chil-
dren’s theta frequency band of 3 to 6 Hz.
Theta power during different task demands. We investigated children’s theta activity to different task 
demands (i.e. to later name a color or imitate an action) by means of a cluster-based permutation test. As illus-
trated in Fig. 3A, our analyses yielded a significant difference (p < 0.05) which was pronounced in ten, mostly 
left-lateralized, fronto-temporal electrodes (Fz, FC1, FC2, FC6, T7, C3, CP5, CP1, P7, P3). Normalized theta 
power values were significantly higher in the Color-naming Task compared to the Imitation Task. Further 
descriptive examination of this effect across other frequency bands suggests that it was specific to the theta fre-
quency range typically observed in young children and involved the same range in which the influence of task 
presence was apparent (see Fig. 3B, cf Fig. 2B). It is noteworthy that, in this comparison, the specificity to the 
theta frequency range is more apparent than for the task engagement comparison discussed above. This might 
reflect that in addition to theta also other rhythms (see Supplementary Material for additional analyses on the 
alpha band) are involved in task engagement, while the current task demands specifically involved theta activity. 
Another possibility is that the higher signal-to-noise ratio in the task demand contrast allows for a clearer disso-
ciation between frequency bands. A definitive conclusion as to what is underlying this pattern cannot be drawn 
based on the current results.
Theta power unfolding with prolonged task engagement. During the task blocks, before children 
had to respond they observed three consecutive presentations of a movie clip preceded by a fixation cross. To 
investigate whether theta power builds up across these three sequential presentations we compared the three 
fixation cross periods. Children’s fronto-central theta power was significantly affected by the consecutive pres-
entation, reflecting changes over time (χ2(2) = 7.0, p < 0.05), as illustrated in Fig. 4. We followed up on this effect 
by means of Wilcoxon tests comparing the first with the second and second with third presentation. Bonferroni 
correction was applied to correct for multiple tests (significance level at p < 0.025). Theta power increased signifi-
cantly between the first and second presentation of a stimulus (T = 32, r = −0.39). Theta power during the second 
and third presentation, however, did not significantly differ from each other despite a descriptive trend (T = 79, 
ns, r = −0.05). Thus, children’s theta power over fronto-central regions increased significantly after they first had 
to encode information, sustain attention and prepare as well as inhibit a response following the first action clip 
(i.e. presented between the first and second fixation cross).
Discussion
Theta oscillations in early childhood: Top-down control processes. We set out to investigate the 
functional role of theta band activity in early childhood. Recent theoretical approaches have united a multitude 
of empirical findings on theta reactivity in adults by suggesting theta to be a driving force in top-down control 
processes which guide attention and working memory8,12. In a post-hoc reanalysis of a unique dataset of 4-year-
old children collected with EEG34 we tested whether theta power (3–6 Hz) in 4-year-old children is sensitive to 
top-down control that is required when being engaged in a task while excluding bottom-up capture of attention. 
Our results show that children had higher theta power over fronto-central brain areas when they were engaged 
in a task than when they were not involved in a task. This change in theta power and the frontal topography of 
this effect are consistent with adult findings of frontal theta6,8,12. Examination of other frequency ranges supports 
the specificity of this effect to the theta band in young children. Notably, this effect was observed while children 
had identical sensory input (i.e. observing a fixation cross on the screen) accounting for bottom-up processing. 
These findings therefore indicate that already at this young age when medial frontal brain regions are not yet 
fully matured, children’s frontal theta activity is sensitive to cognitive task engagement which requires top-down 
control.
In addition, we tested whether children’s theta power was affected by the different cognitive demands of a task. 
While their brain activity was being measured, children were engaged in a language-related and a motor-related 
task. While we did not have a directional hypothesis, we found that children had higher theta power over left 
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fronto-temporal electrode sites when being engaged in the language-related task compared to the motor-related 
task. The lateralization of this topography to the left hemisphere is consistent with previous adult findings on 
theta oscillations during language-related processing which requires lexical activation and verbal rehearsal4,5. 
Interestingly, like in the adult findings4 both, frontal and left temporal sites, showed increased theta power. This 
topographic distribution could be reflective of two distinct or one overarching function of theta oscillations in 
processing specific task demands in early childhood. Two distinct functions might be at play in that frontal theta 
oscillations exert top-down control over retrieval of word meaning which in turn is reflected in left temporal theta 
activation. Thus, in addition to frontal theta that may reflect domain-general top-down cognitive control, there 
may also be complementary theta sources that reflect, function-specific control, such as linguistic access. This is in 
line with the notion of inter-areal communication between frontal theta band oscillations and oscillatory power 
associated with various cognitive functions in other brain areas8,12. Alternatively, the distributed theta activation 
might reflect one function, namely top-down control of theta oscillations spanning over both frontal and left 
temporal regions. As in the previous adult studies on language processing4,5 the precise functional nature of this 
topographic distribution remains speculative. Still, the findings clearly suggest that theta oscillations in young 
children are sensitive to specific cognitive task demands. As for task engagement, the descriptive spectral pattern 
Figure 2. Panel A illustrates the topography of the results as determined by the cluster-based permutation test 
contrasting the Task and No Task conditions. As indicated by the warmer colors on the spectrum (reflecting the 
t statistic, with critical t values at +/−2.052), the difference was most pronounced at the fronto-central electrode 
sites. That is, theta power (3–6 Hz) measured at these sites (F3, Fz, F4, FC1, C3, CP1) was higher in the Task 
than in the No Task condition. Note that this comparison is based on the fixation cross period. Panel B displays 
power values as a function of frequency (Hz) separately for the Task (pink) and No Task (green) condition. 
Power values were averaged across electrode sites of the positive cluster (F3, Fz, F4, FC1, C3, CP1). Shaded areas 
represent the standard error of power values.
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suggests that this effect was specific to the theta frequency range. It is thus not only the engagement in a task but 
also the different cognitive demands of a task that affect theta oscillations in young children.
Top-down control processes are also important for sustaining attention to and encoding information of 
task-relevant stimuli as well as maintaining response preparation over a prolonged period of time. We therefore 
investigated to what extent prolonged task engagement would be reflected in children’s frontal theta activity. In 
this experiment, children observed three sequential presentations of fixation crosses followed by movie clips 
before they had to respond. As a consequence, during the task engagement blocks, the first fixation period only 
engaged preparatory cognitive control. In contrast, the second and third fixation periods likely engaged retro-
spective cognitive control processes (e.g. sustaining attention and keeping task-relevant information like color 
and action in mind) as well as response preparations and its inhibition in addition. If theta power scales with 
the cognitive control processes involved, then one would expect more theta power during the second and third 
fixation periods. This is precisely what we observed. Our findings indeed show that children’s frontal theta power 
increased significantly during task engagement after they have received task-relevant information but before they 
could make use of it in their overt response. This is in agreement with adult findings of theta power increasing 
over time with longer task-involvement40, and higher attentional8, and memory load9. Although the same movie 
clip was repeated three times, imposing potentially lower memory load than three distinct movie clips would 
Figure 3. Panel A illustrates the topography of the results as determined by the cluster-based permutation 
test contrasting the Color-naming and Imitation Task conditions. As indicated by the warmer colors on the 
spectrum (reflecting the t statistic, with critical t values at +/−2.052), the difference was most pronounced at 
the fronto-temporal electrode sites. The topography shows the effect to be predominantly left-lateralized. That 
is, theta power (3–6 Hz) measured at these sites (Fz, FC1, FC2, FC6, T7, C3, CP5, CP1, P7, P3) was significantly 
higher in the Color-naming than in the Imitation Task condition. Note that this comparison is based on the 
action clip period. Panel B displays power values as a function of frequency (Hz) separately for the Color-
naming (red) and Imitation Task (blue) condition. Power values are averaged across electrode sites of the 
positive cluster (Fz, FC1, FC2, FC6, T7, C3, CP5, CP1, P7, P3). Shaded areas represent the standard error of 
power values.
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have, children still needed to hold the observed information in mind until acting upon it. In interesting direction 
for future research would be to systematically manipulate the degree of top-down control.
The current findings are based on post-hoc analyses that were limited by the existing experimental design. For 
instance, we were confined to the fixation cross period in the task engagement comparison to ensure identical 
sensory input between conditions. The results on task engagement might therefore to some extent reflect task per-
formance monitoring and task preparation ahead of the upcoming movie stimulus in addition to and as part of 
task engagement. Also the amount of trials in the analysis was limited, a known constraint of developmental EEG 
research41. Therefore, the interpretation of the results should be considered with some caution. Still, the current 
findings are based on careful statistical comparisons controlling for the false-alarm rate and provide clear indica-
tions of the functional role of theta in top-down control in early childhood. All in all, the outcomes complement 
infancy research on theta reactivity during top-down and bottom-up attention16,17,19 by offering evidence for neu-
ral underpinnings of top-down control needed to solve externally imposed tasks in early childhood. In this period 
in which young children approach school age, they need to gradually learn how to master the various cognitive 
task demands they are confronted with. Previous findings have associated theta power in adults with their perfor-
mance on a task. For instance, when adults were asked to later recall items from memory, they were significantly 
better in the recall when their theta synchronization was larger during encoding of the relevant information6. 
At an older age (i.e. around 60–70 years), adults show a decline in memory performance which is accompanied 
by a decrease in frontal theta power42. Thus, cognitive task performance seems tightly linked to frontal theta 
reactivity. In the current task, children performed at ceiling level such that we could not investigate the relation 
between theta activity and children’s performance. Yet, the degree to which children engage in top-down control, 
as reflected in theta activity, might predict their behavioral success in a more difficult task. Neurofeedback studies 
suggest that older children can successfully train to change their level of frontomedial theta power43. In children 
with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) this was associated with an improvement in executive functioning43. These 
findings suggest that a potential malfunctioning of the anterior cingulate cortex, one of the generators of theta 
oscillations, can be influenced by neurofeedback. Examining the relation between theta activity and behavioral 
performance and manipulating theta levels is a promising avenue for future research with potential for insights in 
early executive functioning development and atypical development.
Conclusions
The current findings suggest that top-down control required by task engagement modulates frontomedial theta 
power in young children. Prolonged cognitive engagement during a task increases children’s theta power gradu-
ally, and different task demands additionally modulate theta power. More specifically, language-related demands 
(such as retrieving a color-word) were reflected in theta modulations over left-lateralized fronto-temporal brain 
regions in 4-year-olds. Our findings provide the basis for using theta oscillations as a neural marker of top-down 
control in developmental research investigating early childhood. As such, theta oscillations have the potential to 
provide insight into aspects of early development that are not directly reflected in overt behavior but traceable 
in neural processes. For instance, processes guided by top-down control such as working memory, sustained 
attention and inhibition could be examined using theta oscillations as neural marker early in life. For cognitive 
neuroscientists, these findings raise the question as to which role exactly the medial frontal and anterior cingulate 
cortex play in the generation and function of frontal theta. Although these areas still undergo significant struc-
tural and functional changes during early childhood, frontal theta clearly reflects top-down control processes. It 
is thus unclear which minimal structural and functional requirements these areas need to fulfill for the generation 
Figure 4. Bar graph representation of theta power (3–6 Hz) in the first, second, and third presentation of the 
fixation cross during the task block (i.e. Color-naming and Imitation Task), with *indicating p < 0.05 and 
**indicating p < 0.025. Note that this comparison is based on the fixation cross period and includes only the 
subset of participants who contributed data to all of the three presentations. Vertical error bars represent the 
standard error.
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of functional frontal theta oscillations for top-down-control. Future research is needed to address this question. 
To sum up, our findings support recent theoretical work that highlights the role of theta oscillations in top-down 
control and provide evidence for the sensitivity of theta activity to the engagement in and different demands of a 
task in young children.
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